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Abstract- This study examines the current state of death 

directories in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, spotting its 

shortcomings and suggesting improvements. The study looked 

into Saudi Arabia's death data platform, assessed its accuracy, 

consistency, and timeliness, and surveyed the potential 

technological options alongside standardized frameworks. Using 

a mixed-method technique approach, it engaged key participants 

including healthcare practitioners, governmental institutions, and 

research establishments. The proposed strategies were compared 

to best practices from other countries that have effective death data 

management systems. Results exhibited that while Saudi Arabia 

has managed to have high completeness rates in death registration, 

problems surrounding data accuracy and timeliness persist. Lastly, 

a proposed framework embracing modern technologies, 

comprehensive training programs, and increased stakeholder 

collaboration were highlighted to augment death data handling. 

The execution of such a system could transform public health 

outcomes and strategies in Saudi Arabia. 

 

 

Index Terms- Saudi Arabia, Data Accuracy Death Registration, 

Public Health Strategies, Technological Solutions. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Approximately 56 million deaths occur each year per 

year worldwide (WHO, 2013). 

The correct gauging and estimation of death rates, patterns, 

underlying reasons, and how different deaths are is a very key 

section of the overall communal healthcare. Regarding the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, mortality rate reduction also plays a 

critical purpose in tailoring public well-being, health-related study 

undertakings as well as the relocation of resources. Thereby, 

comprehending the patterns of death and its causes, and 

demographic developments is indispensable for effectively 

addressing health challenges and finally improving public health 

(WHO, 2017). This research paper, therefore, targets to bring 

more light to the current status of death information in Saudi 

Arabia, highlighting some specific challenges, and it also proposes 

specific techniques that can be embraced by the Saudi government 

to ensure it is correct and exhaustive. 

Mortality data provide a snapshot of current health problems, 

suggest persistent patterns of risk in specific communities, and 

show trends in specific causes of death over time. 

Accurate death statistics are imperative to help the national health 

protection authorities to prevent epidemics and disease outbreak, 

formulate a response to communicable diseases and evaluate 

statistics such as the birth and death trends. 

Background:  

Based on the global health monitoring organization 

World health organization, the death registration process in Saudi 

Arabia exhibits guaranteeing completeness in rates, that was 

ranging between 90% to 99% in the year 2017. Notably, this 

indicates a positive development, showing a relatively high rate of 

follow-up and dedication by the responsible authorities that 

capture mortality data (WHO, 2017). Then again, mere 

completeness of such data does not necessarily ensure accuracy, 

additionally, there exist several underlying factors that ought to be 

addressed. 

Importantly Death data plays an immense significance, 

serving as a useful source of statistical data for public health state 

evaluation. So, by examining death records, authorities can 

pinpoint the health conditions most prevalent, and uncover 

emerging illnesses, alongside monitoring the efficacy of public 

health initiatives. What's more, is that the accurate and 

systematized reporting of essential events, such as mortalities, is 

fundamental in assisting to make informed choices and inequitable 

resource distribution about healthcare (WHO, 2023a). 

Furthermore, it is not only necessary for health studies but also of 

the essence in developing targeted prevention schemes. 

Problem Statement: 
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Even though the state of death registration in Saudi 

Arabia is commendable, problems persist in terms of consistency, 

accuracy, and timeliness of the data. The dependence on manual 

reporting systems may bring about delays and possible errors in 

recording the reasons for death (Tyrovolas et al., 2020). The 

absence of a standardized platform across different Kingdom's 

regions might end up causing inconsistencies and hamper the 

comparability of data for prospective comprehensive health 

evaluation. 

Furthermore, there might be obstacles in getting detailed 

and consistent information on the subject of the underlying causes 

of demise, particularly in situations where deaths happen in remote 

regions or outside Healthcare setups (Tyrovolas et al., 2020). This 

insufficiency in the granularity of such data prevents the capability 

to recognize certain health issues prevalent in different regions and 

develop personalized regional interventions. 

The Aim of the Research: 

The principal objective of this exploration is to propose 

achievable ways to enhance death records in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia. In addressing the difficulties surrounding death data, the 

aim suffices to be the creation of a standardized framework that 

will improve the quality and usability of mortality statistics with 

the end benefit being augmenting public health and policy 

development (United Nations, 2015). 

Throughout this undertaking, we purpose to recommend 

a systematized reporting system that focuses on the precise 

recording of underlying reasons for deaths alongside incorporating 

novel technological remedies. By streamlining the information 

collection course, authorities can guarantee timely and credible 

data, permitting them to act speedily in response to any emerging 

health hazards (United Nations, 2015). 

Besides, we will delve into the best practices that have 

reliable and successful death data management platforms. By 

benchmarking the global approaches, we can sort strategies that 

align with Saudi Arabia's unique culture and context. Merging 

these insights with local skills will create a solid framework that 

caters to the nation's specific challenges plus needs (United 

Nations, 2015). 

Concisely, this research endeavors to promote the 

improvement of death data handling in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia, Hence leading to targeted interventions, better-informed 

health policies, and improved health outcomes for the Saudi 

People. Stressing the need for accurate and thorough death data to 

develop healthier and more resilient citizens (United Nations, 

2015). 

 

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS 

Review of Current Situation: A Detailed Analysis of Death 

Data in Saudi Arabia 

The collection, handling, and usage of death data in the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia denotes a fundamental aspect of the Kingdom's 

health information systems. Correct and detailed death data is 

elemental for shaping public health guidelines, resource 

allocation, and research activities. Therefore this study purports 

aims to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the current state 

of death data oversight in Saudi Arabia, and in the process identify 

strengths and weaknesses, alongside suggesting strategies that will 

bring improvement (MOH, 2021). 

The Saudi Arabian Health Ministry has taken many noteworthy 

steps toward ensuring health information system reform, with a 

specific emphasis on non-communicable conditions. A 

population-based inquiry has been implemented to trace the risk 

factors that lead to chronic diseases in the Kingdom. Purposely, 

this comprehensive survey envelops a wide range of social, 

economic, and health-related elements, like tobacco smoking, 

obesity, diabetes, and hypertension, high cholesterol levels (MOH, 

2021). The information gathered from this survey becomes a 

helpful resource for fashioning preventive and therapeutic 

schemes across all the Kingdom's regions. 

Apart from the Saudi Ministry of Health's efforts, the World 

Health Organization (WHO) also plays a part in mortality data 

collection in Saudi Arabia owing to its Global Health Estimations. 

These estimates offer key information on the causes of death and 

mortality rates, moreover, they are categorized by sex, age, and 

country-wise. The alliance with the WHO guarantees dispensation 

to international methodologies and standards, thereby facilitating 

cross-country surveys and global health monitoring (WHO, 2017). 

Regardless of these progresses, the challenges remain in the 

accuracy and evenness of death data in Saudi Arabia. Notably, the 

reliance on manual reporting systems may cause delays and 

potential faults in recording the reasons for death. What's more, 

the lack of a standardized technique connecting the different 

regions obstructs data comparability and hinders the identification 

of region-specific health conditions (Becedas et al., 2022). 

Proposed Framework for Improvement: 

To effectively manage the setbacks in death data handling, it is 

important to implement a standardized and technologically based 

reliable reporting system. What is standing out is the integration 

of modern technologies, in particular electronic death registration 

programs, which can ease data gathering, minimize errors, and 

ensure prompt updates (Becedas et al., 2022).  Automation of data 

processing improves the efficiency of data evaluation, making it 

possible to quickly identify patterns and trends in mortality levels. 

Improving the association among the various stakeholders, 

consisting of healthcare practitioners, governmental bodies, and 

research establishments, is crucial in achieving a detailed and 

precise demise data catalog (Becedas et al., 2022). By using a 

centralized directory, information sharing and access , nurturing a 

more organized and effective approach to mortality data 

stewardship can be accelerated, nurturing a more organized and 

effective approach to mortality data stewardship. 

By the same token, training and capacity-utilization projects ought 

to be initiated to ensure healthcare practitioners are properly 

equipped to correctly record and report mortality information. 

Therefore, increasing awareness regarding the importance of 

precise death data among all stakeholders will create a culture of 

information accountability and credibility (Becedas et al., 2022). 

Improving death data handling oversight in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia is central to evidence-based public health initiatives and 

tailored health undertakings. The present efforts by the Saudi 

Arabian Ministry of Health, alongside the collaboration with the 

WHO (World Health Organization), create a robust foundation for 

advancement (WHO, 2023b). By embracing a standardized 

reporting strategy, fostering collaboration and data integrity, and 

leveraging modern novel technologies, Saudi Arabia can fashion 

a robust death data management scheme that will be a party to the 

nation’s general wellness. 
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Benchmarking with Global Practices 

Mortality statistics and data are key for devising policy and 

structuring health interventions in globally. These directories give 

us a clear picture of a nation's health system's effectiveness and 

health status (Becedas et al., 2022). Several nations manage 

information about death differently, and each technique has its 

unique shortfalls and strengths. 

Meanwhile, a comparison of the Saudi technique to other global 

practices shows a range of methods used to handle death data. For 

instance, some Scandinavian countries have remarkably efficient 

vital recording systems that enable them to gather good quality 

mortality information alongside their underlying demise causes 

(Makinde et al., 2020). Their systems can be considered to be 

examples of best practices due to their utilization of digital 

systems, comprehensive coverage, and timeliness in data 

reporting. 

Despite this, there are some countries with less developed 

infrastructures that rely majorly on community health worker 

accounts or oral autopsies to fill in the gaps in their mortality 

statistics. These styles, although not as accurate as some of the 

most comprehensive vital registration systems, indicate the 

adaptability and resilience in data collection under circumstances 

where there is a limited resource (de Vries & Pool, 2017). 

Furthermore, in some nations, like the United States, mortality 

records are collected using a mix of health surveys, established 

registration systems, and disease catalogs. This approach gives a 

wider view of the health setting, including data from several 

sources hence a more comprehensive evaluation (CDC, 2019). 

Assessment of mortality data encompasses many measures such 

as Age-Specific Death Rates (ASDR), Crude Death Rates (CDR), 

Specific Death Rate,), and Standardized Death Rates. These 

measures, while individually valuable, exhibit an incomplete 

picture if considered alone (CDC, 2019b). As a result, the 

comprehensive style is vital in using death data for policy- 

structuring and healthcare improvement. 

Data standardization is a method whereby a real comparison 

between different populations is made. This technique assists in 

eliminating biases caused by population configuration variation, 

giving a more accurate depiction of mortality rates (Nicholls, 

2020). 

Therefore, proper mortality information oversight is a key part of 

health planning and policy. Accordingly, different countries have 

different methods in place depending on the available or allocated 

resources and infrastructure. Hence, it is imperative to understand 

these variations, borrow from global best practices, and 

continually adjust systems to provide precise, prompt, and useful 

mortality information. Despite the methods utilized, the target goal 

is to utilize this data to progress health outcomes and prevent 

unnecessary deaths (Tyrovolas et al., 2020). With developments 

in technology and data assessment, the capabilities for advanced 

mortality data gathering, analysis, and usage are big and 

promising. 

Proposed Framework 

Regarding addressing the discovered problems and progressing 

mortality information management in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia, my suggestion involves various key strategies. First, the 

implementation of a cross-platform standardized, technologically 

advanced reporting system, that is to say, an electronic death 

registration system, which would help ease data collection and 

guarantee timely updates. So, by incorporating modern and novel 

technologies, the results would be beneficial and demonstrate we 

would not only reduce errors but end up improving data processing 

efficiency, thereby permitting the speedy identification of patterns 

and trends in mortality rates. Making policy development and 

decision-making processes better (CDC, 2019). 

The fostering of a partnership approach that will involve all key 

participants, like healthcare practitioners, research firms, and 

governmental agencies is also equally imperative. Hence, by 

forming a centralized directory, data sharing and accessibility 

could be greatly enhanced, thereby enabling a more connected 

system for handling mortality information. Notably, this method 

is in line with the international best practices that insist on 

cooperation and interoperability among diverse elements to 

achieve reliable, accurate, and comprehensive data repositories 

(Becedas et al., 2022). 

Furthermore, I propose implementing a thorough training and 

capacity-building program. Such a program will ensure that the 

healthcare experts are equipped with the necessary knowledge and 

skills to properly record and report the death. Herein, each 

stakeholder must understand the importance of accurate death data 

since this will assist in fostering a culture of data responsibility 

and integrity. Concurrently, public awareness drives could be 

advantageous in emphasizing the significance of precise reporting 

and how it affects public health interventions and policies 

(Becedas et al., 2022). 

Finally, we need to balance the ongoing endeavors of the Saudi 

Arabian Ministry of Health and its liaison with the World Health 

Organization. These in turn will lay a solid foundation whereupon 

we can build a solid mortality data management framework 

(WHO, 2017). As a result, Saudi Arabia can expect significant 

positive changes in evidence-based public health policy and 

tailored intervention targeting.  

In a nutshell, it is essential to recognize that an efficient death data 

management system, rooted in reliable advanced technologies and 

stipulated standardized reporting systems, is key for evidence-

based public health programs. This allows strong collaboration 

between stakeholders, capacity building, and increasing public 

awareness regarding the necessity of accurate death data. By 

embracing these suggestions (WHO, 2017). The Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia will be taking a significant step towards progressing 

and improving public health and the overall well-being of its 

people. 

III. RESULTS OR FINDINGS 

Expected Benefits 

Admittedly, the proposed amendments in death data oversight 

carry potential advantages that can greatly shape health research, 

policy planning, emergency response initiatives, and public well-

being in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Undeniably, these changes 

aim to boost the current mortality data handling processes and 

introduce better practices that will ensure comprehensive, correct, 

and prompt mortality data (United Nations, 2015). 

The addition of recent novel technologies, like electronic death 

registration. Provides the advantage of streamlined data gathering 
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and processing. Such automation will not only minimize errors but 

also facilitate quick analysis, permitting a fast identification of 

patterns and trends in mortality rates (Becedas et al., 2022). 

Moving forward to the context of health research, this 

development indicates an enhanced function to study ailments 

patterns and health determinants, thereby facilitating the 

development of preventive and therapeutic regimens. 

Furthermore, promoting collaborations between stakeholders i.e. 

governmental health bodies, healthcare providers, and research 

establishments can yield a synergistic outcome. Notably, a 

centralized directory for mortality information could transform 

key health aspects like policy organization by providing credible 

and comprehensive information to steer decision-making 

(Becedas et al., 2022). Besides, it would facilitate more 

coordinated emergency responses, guaranteeing appropriate swift 

actions about data-driven insights. 

Furthermore, capacity-building undertakings aimed at healthcare 

providers will make certain that the data recorded and reported is 

right. This approach is crucial in double-checking data integrity, 

which forms the foundation in terms of overall system 

effectiveness (Becedas et al., 2022). The formation of a culture of 

data credibility could additionally augment the reliability and 

robustness of the data, creating trust in the information provided. 

When combined appropriately, these aforementioned 

improvements will not only strengthen the integrity and efficiency 

of the death data handling system but also furnish the betterment 

of public health within Saudi Arabia. They map out more 

engineered interventions, evidence-based public health policy 

enactment, and a practical approach to handling health 

emergencies (Becedas et al., 2022). Such merits resonate with the 

joint goal of realizing overall health and well-being in the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Accurate reporting of causes of death-on-death certificates is 

essential to formulate appropriate disease control, prevention and 

emergency response by national health-protection authorities. 

The data from death certificates is also used for the estimation of 

the trends in chronic conditions such as the prevalence of diabetes 

and cardiovascular conditions. Causes of death from death records 

can be used by the reporting agencies to carry out the tasks 

mentioned above. To ensure a timely and accurate response to 

disease threats, high-quality death information on death 

certificates is essential. 

 

 RECOMMENDATIONS  

We should utilize knowledge from publicly available expert-

formulated rules for the cause of death to determine the extent of 

discordance in the death certificates in national mortality data with 

the expert knowledge base. We also report the most commonly 

occurring invalid causal pairs which physicians put in the death 

certificates. We use sequence rule mining to find patterns that are 

most frequent on death certificates and compare them with the 

rules from the expert knowledge based.  

For data accuracy and to identify measures to reduce mortality 

improvement, it is advocated that an independent body responsible 

for reviewing death data and studying causes of death be 

established. Therefore this independent review will play a key role 

in offering unbiased and expert inputs, progressing decision-

making, and assuring the much-needed oversight (WHO, 2023a). 

The suggested independent mortality data handling body will 

comply with the following outlined guiding principles: Trust, 

independence, consideration of risks and outcomes, and 

adaptation based on evidence-based findings. 

Next, an independent review should be based on three key designs: 

targeted review, quick review, and full review. First a targeted 

review delves into a problem area in depth, almost similar to a full 

review, Secondly a quick review, focuses on specific areas of risk 

and involves limited engagement. Lastly, a full review will 

provide a comprehensive assessment of project health, including 

the governance, project environment, management practices, risk 

management, and stakeholder engagement (Secretariat, 2021).  

To ensure an effective review, the independent body must consist 

of qualified and impartial reviewers without any conflict of 

interest. Their findings and recommendations will offer insights 

into risks and issues not readily apparent to those involved in day-

to-day project activities (Secretariat, 2021). This transparency will 

assist decision-makers in determining the necessary actions to 

ensure project success. 

Having looked at the recommendations, It is worthwhile to note 

that establishing an independent body to assess mortality data and 

study causes of mortality is vital for establishing an impartial 

assessment and improving decision-making. Therefore, by 

following the stipulated guiding principles and types of reviews, 

the prospective independent body will contribute greatly to 

reducing mortality rates and promoting better health outcomes 

(Becedas et al., 2022). 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This study set out to investigate the death recording system used 

in Saudi Arabia, it also delved into some evidence-based 

framework that would assist the Kingdom in initiating more 

advanced and accurate death repositories. Evidently, through the 

study, insightful information that sets the stage for a potential 

paradigm shift in death data handling in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia is exhibited. Meaning that to improve public health 

outcomes that are firmly rooted in evidence-based policies. 

As reviewed, the current death registration system in Saudi 

Arabia has achieved profoundly high completeness rates. 

Nevertheless, this research showed that some challenges persist in 

the areas of consistency, data accuracy, and timeliness. Given the 

immense significance of accurate death data in shaping public 

health policies and interventions, emphasis was placed on the 

necessity to deal with these issues. Thus, by infusing advanced 

technological solutions, developing a collaborative setting, and 

placing focus on proper training, the initiative can develop to 

capture mortality more precisely and promptly. 

Such a modernization move could surely revolutionize the 

current death directory landscape by ensuring reliable, timely, and 

detailed data, hence fostering evidence-based decisions. Besides, 

the integration of best practices from other nations, for instance, 

the better performing Scandinavian nations, could assist in 

refining the framework to properly suit the distinctive cultural and 

contextual elements in Saudi Arabia. 

Therefore, it is imperative to regard these changes since they 

can bring about a substantial improvement in the overall health 

outcomes in Saudi Arabia. This research opens up a path for a 
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systematic shift in the approach to overseeing death data. Through 

streamlined data collection, analysis, and utilization, Saudi 

healthcare can respond proactively and efficiently to possible 

health threats. 

Regarding future implications, the proposed strategies could 

significantly influence public health strategies in Saudi Arabia. A 

solid, accurate, and comprehensive death data management 

system can pilot resource allocation, policy development, and 

research initiatives. Moreover, it can assist with in timely 

detection of prevalent health maladies, facilitating the reduction in 

mortality rates, and improvement in the quality of life for Saudi 

nationals. 

This research journey does not come to a halt here. I would 

suggest future researchers make inquiries into the potential 

applications of Machine learning and Artificial Intelligence to 

advance the death registration system. Furthermore, a probe into 

the user experience of the suggested electronic system from the 

viewpoint of healthcare professionals could shed more light on 

prospective areas of refinement. A comparative survey with 

countries that have implemented like systems could also give 

insights into lasting impacts and challenges. 

To sum up, this research venture denotes a vital step towards 

enhancing the death data handling system in Saudi Arabia. The 

recommendation founded on the principles of standardization, 

collaboration, modernization, and capacity building, could 

spearhead improved health outcomes. The initiative, while 

challenging, is significant and promises a wholesome future for 

the citizens of Saudi Arabia. The potential impact on future health 

strategies and policies is deep, making this research an essential 

stepping-stone in the search for making a healthy country..  
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